To get the reach of the audience that is coming here, is something that you cannot get elsewhere

Gert-Jan Brock - inMotion VR
WOW! WHAT A SHOW!

Two outstanding days, filled with like-minded Neuro Professionals, innovative products and solutions. 100 expert-led seminars, workshops, live demos, top experts and the unique opportunity to try and test innovative solutions, services and advanced technology from around the world, all under one roof.

1,803
ATTENDEES

150
EXHIBITORS

100
SEMINARS

12
LIVE DEMOS

16
ADVANCE TECHNOLOGY THEATRE SEMINARS

80%
OF VISITORS WOULD ATTEND AGAIN

85%
DESCRIBED THE VISITOR QUALITY AS EXCELLENT

75%
OF VISITORS WOULD HIGHLY RECOMMEND THE SHOW TO A COLLEAGUE OR FRIEND
We've had lots of enquiries, we've been flat out, it's been really good!

Bruce Lindhop
- Attainability UK
SNAPSHOT OF VISITORS

The European Neuro Convention is Europe’s only trade show dedicated to Brain and Spine Experts. Here are some of the visitors from this year’s show...

TOP HOSPITALS & CLINICS

The Convention welcomed visitors from some of the UK’s largest and most reputable Hospitals and Neurological Clinics:

- The Royal Hospital for Neuro-Disability
- Kings College Hospital
- National Rehabilitation Hospital
- National Hospital for Neurology and Neurosurgery
- The Royal London Hospital
- Queen Mary University of London
- The Harley Street Hearing, Tinnitus and Balance Clinic
- Royal Buckinghamshire Hospital
  Queen Square Imaging Centre
- Royal National Orthopaedic Hospital
- University College London Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust
- UCL Institute of Neurology

"NEURO CONVENTION is a major event in Europe dedicated to the neurological topic. The 2017 edition was outstanding with excellent communication, Live-demos and top-level devices in the field. No doubt, see you next year!"

Nicolas Plumier – Techno Concept
WHERE THEY CAME FROM

2017 saw delegates attending from:

- USA, Canada
- Brazil
- Belgium, Czech Republic, Denmark, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Ireland, Italy, Latvia, Malta, Monaco, Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Ukraine, UK
- Dubai, India, Israel, Russia, Turkey
- Namibia, Nigeria, South Africa
- Australia, New Zealand
- Japan

**The Quality of the leads has been spot on every time**

Bruce Lindhop – Attainability UK

**As an exhibitor, you’ve got great exposure to a lot of excited, motivated therapists who specialise in Neurology.**

Amy Bean – Saeb
AWARDS

The European Neuro Convention awards recognise the most innovative concept, product or service that has broken new ground in the industry, alongside outstanding personal achievement of individuals in the sector. We'd like to congratulate our 2017 winners...

EUROPEAN NEURO CONVENTION 2017 INNOVATION AWARD

Vibramoov – Techno Concepts

EUROPEAN NEURO CONVENTION 2017 AWARD FOR OUTSTANDING PERSONAL ACHIEVEMENT

Matthew White – Cyclone Mobility
ANNOUNCING: ONCOLOGY AND MEDICAL IMAGING FOCUS FOR 2018

Due to the fantastic success of the European Neuro Convention, we have subsequently expanded the event. The European Neuro Convention 2018 will run alongside the European Oncology Convention and the Medical Imaging Convention - both leading trade events in their own specialised fields.

To find out more contact Dominic Van Duvenboide
Tel: 0117 929 6097
Email: dominic.v@prysmgroup.co.uk
Check out what the visitors had to say...

"#neuro17 the awesome @SaeboUK @NeuroConvention @CycloneMobility stand booked for next year, simply put, this show works."

Glyn Blakey (@saeboukglyn)
Managing Director Saebo UK Limited

"What a great day I've had @ NeuroConvention @ExCeLLondon @ LibertyCarlisle @NaidexShows #neuro17"

Noah (@HugsForNoah)
The boy with no brain

"What a pleasure and privilege to speak to so many people about the benefits of neurobehavioural rehabilitation today @ PrioryGroup #Neuro17"

Nick Alderman (@ProfNAlderman)
Consultant Clinical Neuropsychologist, Chair of the East Midlands Acquired Brain Injury Forum

"What a brilliant time we've had at #Neuro17. It's been fantastic getting to chat with so many of you!"

Hudgell Solicitors (@hudgellsol)
Medical Negligence & Personal Injury Solicitors

"Thoroughly enjoyed the talks and chats at #neuro17. Never seen so many funky futuristic gadgets for #stroke rehab"

Jared Sydney-Smith (@Spinalcordfixer)
PhD candidate working on spinal repair and gene therapy.

"Great first day at the neuro convention. Looking forward to day 2. Some very informative and up to date seminars #neuro17 #adaptneurotherapy"

Trish Denison (@denison_trish)
GET READY FOR NEXT YEAR...

The European Neuro Convention will be back, and bigger than ever next year on the 6th and 7th June 2018, at ExCeL London.

Exhibit

For Exhibiting and Sponsorship Opportunities Contact dominic.v@prysmgroup.co.uk or call 0117 929 6097

Get Involved

For Press and Marketing Enquiries Contact ashlea.gilfoyl@prysmgroup.co.uk 0117 929 6088

The 2018 Floor Plan will be DOUBLE the size of 2017